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INTRODUCTION
In the first five months of 2021, during the reporting period, PAM
continued its rigorous work and activities within the work of its three
Standing Committees; the 1st on Political and Security-related
Cooperation, the 2nd on Economic, Social and Environmental
Cooperation and the 3rd on Dialogue among Civilizations and Human
Rights. This came despite the challenges imposed by the COVID-19
pandemic and its related repercussions, which led PAM management to
adapt its working methods accordingly.
In this period, PAM organized and/or participated in a total of 19 events.
This contributed to international efforts to stem the negative impact of
the pandemic and push forward the objectives of the organization. In
order to achieve its goals, PAM encouraged and expanded further
collaboration and coordination with various regional and international
partners, as well as other international Parliaments.

1. 1ST STANDING COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL AND
SECURITY-RELATED COOPERATION

A- INTRODUCTION
PAM has continued to focus on political developments in the EuroMediterranean and the Gulf regions, and the security challenges
affecting its member states. Particular focus remained on the contexts of
the Middle East, Libya, Syria, as well as the Sahel, sub-Saharan Africa,
and Yemen. In the first half of 2021, the Assembly remained committed
to its work on counter-terrorism, as a key security challenge, as well as
Parliamentary diplomacy in support of conflict resolution and peace
building efforts.
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1- COUNTER-TERRORISM
PAM organized two high-level virtual conferences on counter-terrorism,
together with its close partners:
On 15 February 2021, PAM and the United Nations Office on Countering
Terrorism (UNOCT), held the virtual joint Parliamentary Meeting on the
“Challenges of the post-territorial ISIL context”. The event gathered over
100 participants, including delegates from national, regional and
international organizations, high-level experts and representatives of the
diplomatic community. This virtual meeting provided a platform for
policy-makers who engaged in constructive discussions on the issues of
repatriation, prosecution and deradicalization of individuals who may
have alleged or actual links or family ties to designated terrorist groups,
including the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). The meeting also
assessed the threat of terrorism-related recidivism and the effectiveness
of deradicalization programs, as well as explored the factors leading to
the resurgence of terrorist activity in parts of the African continent. To
read more: https://cf5893147ur69.cdnserver.net/pam/downloads/ENExecutive-Report-PAM-UNOCT-Meeting-15022021.pdf
The event also marked the signing of a landmark cooperation agreement
between PAM and UNOCT, which will further enhance the synergy
between international actors and national Parliaments on counterterrorism policies. As one of the next concrete steps, PAM and UNOCT
are facilitating a survey to examine the synergies between national
legislative actions and UN Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy.
On 15 April 2021, PAM together with UNOCT, OSCE PA, PACE, and IPA
CIS co-organized the International Parliamentary Conference on “Global
Challenges and Threats in the Context of the COVID-19 Pandemic:
Terrorism and Violent Extremism”. The Conference was the third event
of a series, which started in 2017. The event represented an expanded
platform for inter-Parliamentary dialogue and policy exchange on
strategic aspects of the counter-terrorism agenda. The meeting gathered
hundreds of participants from national and international Parliaments,
the United Nations, national security services, international
organizations, academia, and other key actors in the international
community.
In this conference, PAM and OSCE PA co-facilitated a session entitled:
“Assessing the terrorist threat and efforts to prevent violent
extremism.” The session promoted a common awareness of emerging
terrorism trends and assessed ongoing international efforts to prevent
all aspects of violent extremism.
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B- Implemented activities

ON 15 FEBRUARY 2021, PAM AND THE UNITED NATIONS
OFFICE ON COUNTERING TERRORISM (UNOCT), HELD THE
VIRTUAL
JOINT
PARLIAMENTARY
MEETING
ON
THE
“CHALLENGES OF THE POST-TERRITORIAL ISIL CONTEXT”

ON 15 APRIL 2021, PAM TOGETHER WITH UNOCT, OSCE PA,
PACE, AND IPA CIS CO-ORGANIZED THE INTERNATIONAL
PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE ON “GLOBAL CHALLENGES
AND THREATS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC: TERRORISM AND VIOLENT EXTREMISM”

In addition to the main events organized by PAM, the Assembly has also
brought forward its collective contribution to several international fora,
namely the 14th UN Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
(7-12 March 2021), the Informal Consultations on the 7th Biennial
Review of the UN Global Counter-terrorism Strategy (12 March 2021),
the OSCE-wide Counterterrorism Conference (20-21 April 2021) and the
30th Regular Session of the Commission on Crime Prevention and
Criminal Justice (17-21 May 2021).
PAM has also participated in the UN Consultations on model legislation
on victims of terrorism: Role of victims’ associations and nongovernmental organizations (18 January 2021) and the UN consultations
on model legislation on victims of terrorism: Access to justice for victims
of terrorism (28 January 2021).
As part of this work, Hon. Gennaro Migliore (Italy), Chair of the PAM
Special Committee on Counter-Terrorism, prepared three key reports:
Detained ISIL survivors held in Syria and Iraq: A humanitarian
emergency and a risk for international security (February 2021)
(https://cf5893147ur69.cdnserver.net/pam/downloads/detained_ISIL
_survivors_held_in_Syria_and_Iraq.pdf)
Assessing the threat of terrorist recidivism: a legislative perspective
(February
2021)
(https://cf5893147ur69.cdnserver.net/pam/downloads/assessing_the
_threat_of_terrorist_recidivism_a_legislative_perspective.pdf)
A comprehensive report on Counter-terrorism to be presented at the
15th PAM Plenary Session.

POLITICAL AND SECURITY-RELATED DIALOGUE

On the occasion of the Dubai International Humanitarian Aid &
Development Conference DISAB/DIHAD, held between 15-17 March
2021, PAM Secretary General paid an official visit to the Federal
National Council (FNC) of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) to strengthen
PAM cooperation and relations with one of the Assembly’s newest
members. The visit touched upon some key priorities including counterterrorism, exploitation of children by terrorist groups, effective
deradicalization strategies and the socio-economic situation within the
PAM region and its neighboring countries.
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The debate was very dynamic, and included interventions from delegates
from France, Italy, Austria, UAE, Cyprus, Russia, Turkey, Syria, Armenia,
Romania, Azerbaijan, and Tunisia, among others. Delegates exchanged
national perspectives on counterterrorism priorities and their respective
efforts to prevent violent extremism. There was a consensus that
international cooperation is absolutely essential to address the
transnational nature of the terrorism threat. To read more:
https://www.pam.int/?m=news&id=984

In addition to NATO, PAM has continued to collaborate with key actors,
such as the World Bank and the UN, to promote a comprehensive strategy
of security and development in those areas of Africa impacted by
increased instability and deteriorating security and socio-economic
conditions. The resulting exchange of information supports a
comprehensive and cooperative regional approach between political
actors, the military and civil society.
At the request of the PAM Bureau, the Secretariat has started closely
monitoring the crisis in Yemen and initiated a series of direct
consultations with UN Special Envoy, Martin Griffiths, to follow the
political process and implement an immediate nationwide ceasefire,
followed by national elections.
On 18 May 2021, Hon. Pedro Roque, PAM Vice President, moderated the
annual United Nations Forum on the Question of Palestine, this year
dedicated to “International Parliamentarian Support to the Question of
Palestine”. MPs and government representatives discussed the
engagement of Parliamentarians in promoting a lasting political solution
in the Middle East and full respect for international law, specifically the
UN Security Council resolution 2334 (2016). Hon. Roque highlighted the
consensus achieved by PAM that only a Two State solution would allow
for a sustainable and just peace in the region.
On 21 May 2021, PAM contributed to the International Conference
‘Russian Culture and European Civilization’, as part of PAM efforts to
contribute to intercultural dialogue in the Euro-Mediterranean region.
PAM has continued to engage in Parliamentary diplomacy to address
various crises in its region, namely in Libya, Syria, the Sahel and SubSaharan Africa, Yemen and the Middle East among others. Through its
actions, the Assembly has supported humanitarian initiatives, diplomatic
efforts and the respect of the rule of law. PAM has also supported the
strengthening of democratic institutions with the aim to promote peace
and stability in these areas. In this regard, through inter-Parliamentary
diplomacy, PAM continues to be a dynamic and constructive driver of
dialogue within its region and beyond.
Lastly, PAM has continued to be at the disposal of its member
Parliaments to provide support for elections through Parliamentary
electoral observer missions, upon invitation. In this regard, PAM has
accepted the request from Palestine to observe the upcoming 2021
elections.
Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh (Morocco) has prepared a report to be presented at
the 15th PAM Plenary Session, highlighting PAM’s priorities and its
actions on political and security issues.
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Within the framework of the cooperation between PAM and NATO, the
Assembly paid an official visit to the new US Admiral, Robert P. Burke,
Commander of the NATO Allied Joint Force Command, which hosts the
NATO Strategic Direction South Hub, in Naples, Italy. The discussions
were fruitful and focused on the threats posed by the presence of
terrorist groups in the Sahel region and Sub-Saharan Africa and other
strategic security priorities. It was agreed to enhance the cooperation
between PAM and NATO through the signature of a MoU.

In the upcoming months of 2021, there are several activities already
scheduled, such as the Seventh Biennial Review of the Global UN
Counter-Terrorism Strategy (21-22 June 2021), the Second United
Nations High-Level Conference of Heads of Counter-Terrorism Agencies
of Member States (28-30 June 2021), the United Nations Global Congress
of Victims of Terrorism (June 2021), the 19th Meeting of Heads of Special
Services, and Security Agencies and Law-enforcement Organizations on
Counter-Terrorism Matters, hosted by the Federal Security Services of
Russia (29 July 2021).
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C. Future Steps

1. 2ND STANDING COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL COOPERATION

INTRODUCTION
In the first months of 2021, the 2nd Standing Committee has engaged in
a series of initiatives aimed at fostering inter-Parliamentary cooperation
and science-policy interfaces in the field of economic growth, green
transition, and digitalization. In this framework, PAM strengthened
strategic relationships with its partners, engaging in fruitful discussions
on concrete and innovative policy solutions for the Euro-Mediterranean
and Gulf regions.

B- IMPLEMENTED ACTIVITIES
1. POST-COVID-19 ECONOMIC RECOVERY
As countries begin to exit the emergency phase and embrace legislative
actions for a full post-COVID-19 economic recovery, the Assembly
nourished dialogue with other regional and international parliamentary
networks.
In the wake of a recently signed Memorandum of Understanding, PAM
joined forces with the Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic Speaking
Countries (TURKPA) to organise a high-level virtual meeting on the role
of cross-regional cooperation in accelerating a resilient economic
recovery. The event, held on 30 March, served as a unique platform for
exchanging best practices on fiscal policies, vaccine cooperation and
ecological and digital transformation of national economies.
Earlier in the year in February 2021, the Assembly actively contributed
to the virtual winter meeting of the OECD Global Parliamentary
Network. In their interventions, Hon. Ammar Moussi (Algeria) and Hon.
Adele Tonnini (San Marino) highlighted the importance of social and
labour protection schemes and remarked the centrality of vaccine
solidarity to revive the global economy. PAM also joined the Global
Parliamentary Workshop hosted in the framework of the 2021 Spring
Meetings of the World Bank and IMF.

Following these numerous activities and dialogues, the new PAM
Rapporteur on Economy, Hon. Ljubica Maksimčuk (Croatia) prepared a
report on the economic impact of COVID-19 in the Euro-Mediterranean
and Gulf regions. The study and the accompanying policy
recommendations will be presented during the 15th Plenary Session.
In light of the negative effects of COVID-19 on the tourism sector and the
importance of this sector to the region, PAM reinforced its collaboration
with the World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) and the United Nations
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO). PAM closely followed the work of
the WTTC Global Summit, and will continue to provide its support to
Member Parliaments for an inclusive and sustainable re-launch of the
industry.

1. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND CLIMATE
ACTION

COVID-19 recovery efforts offer new opportunities to realign Member
States’ political agendas with the environmental and sustainability goals
set out by the Paris Agreement, the Agenda 2030, and the Barcelona
Convention. To this end, the Assembly has reinforced its commitments
to facilitating an effective science-policy interface.
In January, the Assembly participated in two key multilateral fora on
climate action, the One Planet Summit for Biodiversity and the Climate
Adaptation Summit. So doing, it strengthed ties with the World Bank, the
United Nations, and the Global Center on Adaptation (GCA). These
events paved the way for discussions on critical systemic
transformations of the global economy, based on biodiversity
preservation and climate resilience.
As an active member of the Mediterranean Commission on Sustainable
Development (MCSD), PAM continued to cooperate with the United
Nations
Environment
Programme/Mediterranean
Action
Plan
(UNEP/MAP). PAM Secretary General, Ambassador Sergio Piazzi
addressed the Midterm Evaluation of the Mediterranean Strategy for
Sustainable Development, highlighting the need for greater
incorporation of sustainability targets into national recovery plans.
Along the same lines, the Assembly closely followed the Leaders Summit
on Climate, organised by the Biden U.S. Administration on 22 and 23
April 2021. The event served as a crucial platform to engage in
discussions on adaptation strategies for countries and regions, such as
the Mediterranean, that are particularly vulnerable to climate change
and environmental degradation.
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During the event, Hon. Ljubica Maksimčuk (Croatia) emphasised the need
for directing recovery efforts towards innovation and digital
infrastructures, while the delegation of the United Arab Emirates to PAM
stressed the potential of the Euro-Mediterranean and Gulf regions to
become the strategic hub for solar-power and green hydrogen
production.

In addition, the Assembly contributed to the report entitled “Climate and
environmental changes: reflections and perspectives for the future of the
Mediterranean,”. The document was presented by the PAM Secretary
General at a virtual event, hosted on 27 April 2021, in collaboration with
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the
Institute for Studies on the Mediterranean (ISMed-CNR), and the Club
Atlantico of Naples. The Assembly is also cooperating with the
Parthenope University of Naples towards the publication of a report
dedicated to energy security in the region.

C. FUTURE STEPS

The 2nd Standing Committee has already planned for a series of highlevel activities for the remainder of 2021.
In the forthcoming months, PAM will bring the voice of the EuroMediterranean and Gulf Parliaments in the top multilateral fora
dedicated to climate change, namely, COP26 in Glasgow (United
Kingdom), the MEDCOP in Antalya (Turkey), and the COP15 on
Biodiversity in Kunming, China. In preparation of these delicate
negotiations, during the summer, PAM will organize and contribute to a
number of dedicated initiatives, in collaboration with UNEP/MAP,
UNFCCC, and the Italian Presidency of the G20.
The Assembly will also continue to work alongside its partners to
monitor trends and promote effective policy responses to the pandemicinduced economic crisis. As a follow up to the PAM-TURKPA virtual
meeting on economic recovery, the two assemblies will jointly organise,
tentatively in October 2021, a high-level conference in Antalya, hosted
by the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Furthermore, next autumn, the Assembly will take part in the World
Trade Organization (WTO) Ministerial Conference, the World Bank
Group annual meetings, the World Investment Forum, and the General
Conference of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO). PAM Secretariat will also start preliminary preparations for
the first “PAM/WTO Forum on Trade and Investments”, kindly hosted by
the Parliament of Montenegro in 2022, which will also look at the
support for all economic sectors connected to Tourism.
PAM will continue to provide institutional support to initiatives
intended to promote investments and business synergies between
countries across the Mediterranean, such as the “Start-up Market
Project”, lead by Hon. Centemero (Italy), and “The South Days” initiative,
promoted by the Italian Trade Agency (ICE) and the Italian
Confederation of Industries (Confindustria).
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As a result of these activities, the Assembly worked on a series of reports
on climate action. The PAM Rapporteur on Environment, Hon. Alain Perea
(France) prepared a report that presented a review of climate and
environmental changes in the Euro-Mediterranean and Gulf regions. His
recommendations will be presented to Member Parliaments during the
15th PAM Plenary Session.

IN JANUARY, THE ASSEMBLY PARTICIPATED IN TWO
KEY MULTILATERAL FORA ON CLIMATE ACTION, THE
ONE PLANET SUMMIT FOR BIODIVERSITY AND THE
CLIMATE
ADAPTATION
SUMMIT.
SO
DOING,
IT
STREN GTHED TIES WITH THE WORLD BANK, THE
UNITED NATIONS, AND THE GLOBAL CENTER ON
ADAPTATION (GCA)
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ON 30 MARCH, PAM JOINED FORCES WITH THE
PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY OF TURKIC SPEAKING
COUNTRIES (TURKPA) TO ORGANISE A HIGH-LEVEL
VIRTUAL MEETING ON THE ROLE OF CROSS-REGIONAL
COOPERATION
IN
ACCELERATING
A
RESILIENT
ECONOMIC RECOVERY.

INTRODUCTION
In 2021, the COVID-19 pandemic continued to expose our societies to
new unknown challenges, with specific negative impacts on the most
vulnerable groups, including women, children, migrants and refugees as
well as people with disabilities. PAM remains committed to supporting a
global and sustainable response to COVID-19, which takes into account
the interests of everyone.

B- IMPLEMENTED ACTIVITIES

1- COVID-19 RESPONSE
On 22 January 2021, the Secretariat has disseminated a study entitled,
“Updated briefing on COVID-19 vaccination” by Prof. Mukesh Kapila,
PAM Senior Medical Advisor. The study aimed at enabling fast and direct
access to the latest available research, evidence and data related to the
management of the pandemic.
On the occasion of the 2021 Mediterranean Day, celebrated on 21
March each year, PAM chose the theme of “Leadership, Solidarity and
Responsibility during the COVID-19 pandemic,” . The purpose was for
PAM Member States’ Parliaments and competent institutions to stand
united in supporting leadership, solidarity and responsibility in the
interest of the citizens of the Euro-Mediterranean and Gulf regions.

3- GENDER EQUALITY AND WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT

Gender inequality has worsened amid the COVID-19 pandemic, with
women being especially affected by job losses, school closures, rising
poverty and spiking rates of domestic violence. Since gender equality
and women empowerment are among PAM's main priorities, PAM
continued advocating for that cause. In April 2021, PAM participated
and contributed to a series of Strategic Inter-Parliamentary Dialogue
sessions on “Gender-responsive recovery post COVID-19”, organized
jointly by the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) and UN Women. The final
meeting was dedicated to “Violence Against Women and Girls.” It
highlighted new forms of online-violence which necessitates renewed
commitment to ensure protection of women and their rights. In this
framework, Hon. Sandrine Mörch (France) prepared a dedicated report
on “Resolving Domestic Violence in the Mediterranean: Global
Opportunity for Local Change” as well as recommendations for its
member Parliaments entitled “PAM MPs for an end to Domestic
Violence,” which will be presented during the 15th Plenary Session.
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III. 3rd Standing Committee on Dialogue among
Civilizations and Human Rights

On the occasion of the International Women’s Day on 8 March 2021, the
Assembly announced the upcoming establishment of its Women
Parliamentary Forum. This new dedicated platform, proposed by Hon.
Lima of Portugal, aims to empower women leaders in Parliamentary
institutions and their important role in promoting peace, security and
stability through effective cooperation. This platform will contribute to
increase women’s participation and access to decision-making, as well as
raise awareness of all women rights-related issues.

C- FUTURE STEPS

Cooperation between national, regional and international institutions is
imperative as witnessed during the pandemic. Thus, PAM is currently
negotiating two MoUs to foster academic cooperation and collaboration.
The first MoU is to be signed with UNITE, a Global Parliamentarians
Network to End Infectious Diseases, in order to promote lasting,
sustainable and inclusive growth in the Mediterranean region on the
areas of digital health, universal health coverage as well as prevention of
environmental risks behaviors. The second MoU will be signed with the
Università Parthenope (Parthenope University of Naples) to facilitate
exchange of expertise and policy recommendations in the area of energy
security, among other priorities.
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Gender parity in political participation was yet another facet of
inequality suffered by women, as a result of the pandemic. Despite the
significant progress achieved in women representation in Parliamentary
institutions, PAM recorded greater difficulties and obstacles facing
women in the electoral process. A dedicated report, released by the IPU,
entitled “Women in Parliament in 2020”, also indicated that online
violence and harassment against women politicians was on the rise. As a
result, dedicated measures were taken in several international
organizations. To foster gender equality in PAM, Hon. Yana Ehm, PAM
Vice-President, on behalf of the Italian delegation, proposed an
amendment to the PAM Statutes, in order to encourage member States to
have a more balanced gender representation in their national delegation
to PAM. This initiative reflects the continuous commitment of PAM MPs
to promote gender equality and political parity, especially since the
pandemic has revealed the importance to implement gender-sensitive
recovery strategies, in order to be sustainable.

ON 25 JANUARY 2021 PR. MUKESH KAPILA, PAM
SENIOR MEDICAL ADVISOR AND ITS 2021 STUDY
ENTITLED ‘UPDATED BRIEFING ON COVID-19
VACCINATION”
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ON 24 FEBRUARY 2021,
SIGNATURE OF A
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN
PAM AND PLATFORMA ON 24 FEBRUARY 2021

ON 23 MARCH 2021, PARTICIPATION OF HON.
JOANA LIMA IN ONE OF THE IPU UN WOMEN
STRATEGIC
INTER-PARLIAMENTARY
DIALOGUE
SESSIONS
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ON 23 MARCH 2021, PARTICIPATION OF HON.
JOANA LIMA IN ONE OF THE IPU UN WOMEN
STRATEGIC
INTER-PARLIAMENTARY
DIALOGUE
SESSIONS

In the first five months of 2021, PAM Secretariat continued to adapt to
the constraints posed by the COVID pandemic, and the staff worked in
hybrid form at all locations (in person or telecommuting), depending on
the epidemiological situation at the duty stations. Despite these
challenges, the Secretariat continued to provide service support to its
Member Parliaments, and partners, to achieve the strategic objectives,
and implement in full the work plan adopted of the Assembly.
As decided at the 40th PAM Bureau Meeting, the 15th PAM Plenary
Session had to be postponed from February to June 2021. This was
necessary to try the feasibility of holding the meeting in person in May,
should the international travel limitations had been lifted by that time;
or, alternatively, provide the Secretariat with sufficient time to allow for
preparations of a virtual Plenary Session. The latter scenario to include
the steps needed to hold virtual elections for the PAM Presidency and
Bureau membership for the upcoming biennium.
In the period January-May 2021, PAM organized 4 virtual conferences
and attended over 70 meetings. Our delegates contributed very actively
to these events and, it must be noted, that PAM is increasingly called for
playing substantive and delicate roles during high-level meetings,
including the moderation of several high-level UN intergovernmental
fora.
In the first quarter 2021, PAM has signed cooperation agreements with
PLATFORMA and the UN Office on Counterterrorism, and will sign
further agreements with Baltic Sea Parliamentary Conference, the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, UNITE, which is a
parliamentary network committed to ending infectious diseases, as well
as the UN Environmental agency and the University of Parthenope in the
second half of 2021.
On 12 February 2021, PAM signed a Host Country Agreement with San
Marino for the establishment of the PAM International Studies Center. As
part of the decentralized network of offices and diplomatic
representations of the Assembly, the decision to establish the Center in
San Marino was taken to consolidate the research activities and the
related academic networking into a single location. The office will also
serve as the administrative hub of the Assembly.
The Center will host at any time some 12 researchers, who produce highlevel multidisciplinary analytical documents for the assessment,
promotion and support of new legislative initiatives, at national and
regional levels, to address the main priorities identified by the Assembly,
or to assist specific requests received from Member Parliaments. The
geographical proximity of San Marino and Naples is strategic in
maximizing coordination and cooperation between the PAM regional
office responsible for managing programs and the newly established
Center for International Studies. With reference to Naples, the Italian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Campania Regional Government are
finalizing the necessary procedures to present to PAM the draft text of
the host country agreement.
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IV. Mid-term Managerial and Financial Report

PAM continued to strengthen its virtual presence and public information
strategy. The Secretariat recruited an experienced Public Information
Officer responsible for overseeing the transition to the new PAM
Website, manage all PAM Social Media Presence and strengthening PAM
branding.
For several years, PAM interpreters and delegates from Arab speaking
countries had noted that the Arabic words used so far for the translation
of “Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean” did not reflect the
juridical interparliamentary and legal nature of the Assembly. In the
original Arabic name of PAM, the Assembly was in fact defined as an
“Association”, a private non-governmental entity.
Following a debate amongst the Arabic Speaking Members of the Bureau
at its 41st Meeting, it was unanimously decided that the Arabic name of
PAM should be corrected as follows: Mediterranean Parliament - ﺑﺮﻟﻤﺎن
( اﻟﺒﺤﺮ اﻷﺑﻴﺾ اﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻂbarlaman al bahr al abyad al mutawassit).
On the financial side, as of 25 May 2021, PAM Secretariat had received
717,703 EUR, amounting to 81.4% of the annual budget for 2021. The
receipt of the balance of 163,937 EUR from member parliaments for 2021
is outstanding. Arrears from previous years amounts to Euro 596,330,
mostly due by countries affected by internal conflict.
In terms of financial figures, as of 30 April, in 2021 and in line with the
adopted budget, PAM Secretariat has recorded expenditures as follows:
183,831 EUR for staff costs
65, 394 EUR for operational and conference costs
21, 766 EUR for relocation, administrative travels, and missions costs.

2021 PAM activities’ breakdown by cost
Reference period: 1 January – 31 May 2021
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IV. Mid-term Managerial and Financial Report
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